
At Deltares we came up with the concept called: Energy Harbour. The Energy Harbour is a 

conceptual idea which represents an area near the coast where the local wave climate has been 

altered for the benefit of harnessing wave energy through e.g. focusing wave energy. Applying this 

concept could make certain areas along the coast more economically interesting for harnessing 

wave energy by creating added value.  

The idea is based on applying our extensive knowledge 
on waves, wave climate statistics and wave structure 
interaction oppositely from what we normally do. 
In general we apply our knowledge to protect harbours 
and coastlines by avoiding wave energy to enter these 
areas. However, for the Energy Harbour we want to 
create an area where the amount of wave energy is 
increased for the benefit of harnessing wave energy 
by using the same techniques as we use for protecting 
our harbours for example. The Energy Harbour concept 
is illustrated by the Shoal and the Parabolic Reflector 
figures depicted in this folder.

Our expertise which contribute to WEC development is 
related to 
• Waves (e.g. statistics, wave-structure interactions),
• Numerical modeling (e.g. SWAN, PHAROS, CFD 

(StarCCM, OpenFoam)),
• Physical model testing, 
• Measurement techniques,

Waves, 
Forces (pressure),
Flow velocities,
Displacements,
Erosion and accretion

• Numerical code development related to waves  
and WECs,

• Ecosystems.

Further, we have unique testing facilities (e.g. Delta 
Flume, Delta Basin, Atlantic Basin (Section Physical 
Modeling)) which can test single as well as multiple 
WECs, including the influence on coastal structures.

Wave Energy



Wave climate studies

At Deltares numerous wave climate studies have been 
performed for various clients all over the world. Our 
expertise in this field can support you in your decision 
to select the most suitable location of placing either a 
single or multiple WECs (WEC farms). 

Further we have developed our own Matlab toolbox 
ORCA for quantitative data analysis to determine 
Metocean conditions.

In addition to ORCA we have other software tools 
available at Deltares which can be used for selecting 
the most suitable location of your WEC farm.

Numerical Modeling

We have experience in large scale as well as detailed 
modeling of wave fields and wave structure interaction. 

To verify the Energy Harbour concept we have used our 
software package PHAROS. This software package is 
normally used to model wave penetration in harbours. 
However, for verifying the concept we added new 
functionality to model a single WEC as well as multiple 
WECs by using the bottom friction model. 

Example a wave climate visualisation at a certain location.

What can we do for you 
We offer you our added value in the field of 

Flow diagram on how to determine Metocean conditions.

Concept study: Parabolic reflector 
wall, wave height

Concept study:  
Shoal, wave height 



Pharos results multiple WECs (5x5 WEC 
farm (black circles)) with reflecting wall 

Example of a wave structure (floating wind turbine) interaction

Pharos results multiple WECs (5x5 WEC 
farm (black circles)) without reflecting wall 

Pharos result single WEC (normalised wave height)

Delta Flume
Up to 1:1 testing

To validate the model the WAMIT results (McNatt) have 
been used for a single WEC validation. 

For the multiple WECs validation the lab data obtained 
in the WECwakes project, (Stratigaki et al., 2014), has 
been used.  

For verifying the concept of the Energy Harbour a 
scaled version of one of the WECwakes configurations 
has been used in combination with a parabolic 
structure. By adding a parabolic wall just behind a 
WEC farm an increase of added dissipated power of 
130% (factor 2.3) has been achieved compared to the 
dissipated power available without parabolic reflector 
wall. By performing a simple optimization procedure 
this can be increased to 175% (factor 2.75)

For detailed modeling of wave structure interaction 
OceanWave3D (Paulsen et al, 2014) can be used to 
• Get fully nonlinear wave kinematics for; 

loads computations
accurate estimate of the energy production  
per site
boundary conditions for simpler models

• Couple it with OpenFOAM®, including extensions 
waves2FOAM (Jacobsen et al, 2012) and mooring 
lines for;

Detailed fluid structure interaction
Design (survival) cases
For design and shape optimization 
Include the effect of viscous forces

In this field we are interested in further developing 
and/or connecting numerical models for modeling 
single and multiple WECs (WEC farms) related to for 
example:
• WEC optimization w.r.t. wave-structure interaction,
• WEC farm optimizations, 
• Intra array interactions,
• Extra array effects e.g. influence on coastal 

structures



Physical Modeling

At Deltares we have unique testing facilities at our 
disposal. One of the largest wave flumes in the world 
the Delta Flume, Delta Basin, Atlantic Basin and the 
Scheldt Flume. Each facility has its own characteristics 
for testing & verifying existing or new types of wave 
energy converters (WECs) 

For example our Delta Basin can be used to study 
WEC farm configurations with and without coastal 
structures. Examples of these types of studies are the 
Energy Harbour or an Oscillating Wave Column (OWC) 
as part of a breakwater. 
In addition this basin can be used to look at:
• intra array interactions: the effects within a WEC 

farm,
• extra array effects: the influence of WEC farms on 

coastal areas for example a beach,
• WEC array optimization
For single WEC testing at larger scales our Delta Flume 
is most suitable.

Please visit our website https://www.deltares.nl/en/
facilities/) for more info on the characteristics of our 
test facilities.

Further, we can offer you support in tackling (solving) 
development/engineering challenges.

More info: info-hye@deltares.nl

Corporation

Apart from commercial projects we are open for 
corporation through research projects with other 
companies, universities and other institutes. We 
contribute to these research initiatives with our 
expertise, our open source software packages or our 
test facilities.

If you are interested in corporation please contact us

Delta Basin
Multi directional wave basin
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